ZedAI telcon 20090921

From zedwiki

Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=9&day=21&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Present

Markus (scribe), James, Josh

Regrets

Per, Matt, Kenny, Boris

Previous Telcon

ZedAI_telcon_20090831
Action Items

New

(Due to large amount of absent members and connection problems, this con ended up as a brief skypetchat)

Brought Along

- Markus check out that Issue 53 commit is correct: DONE, yes it was
- Markus and Ole: produce sample periodicals docs as in ZedAI_periodicals_telcon_20090819
- Markus: describe our use of xlink:simpletype as an implicit default a la docbook5
- Markus: define the property to use on reference for issue 57 (reference role="object"?)
- Markus: close all issues that are fixed by linking proposal
- Boris: add issue to tracker re inversing pointing relationship between expansion and abbr [DONE, @markus fix in module]
- Per/Markus: have Content Selection draft available for review by next concall
- Dennis: solve Issue 60 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=60)
- Dennis: solve Issue 61 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=61)
- Josh: solve Issue 50 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=50)
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue

Postponed beyond this iteration

- Matt (hopefully) propose whether we need specialized content models for bibliographies and indices (as opposed to section @role="bibliography")
- Markus ask rdf/a task force for alternatives to CURIE syntax / research best way to compose our own Role module
- Dennis: solve Issue 46 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=46)
- Markus: deal with term@termdef to be in harmony with @for (see http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=42) [DONE]
- Markus propose a runninghead element for use in conjunction with section/h
- Markus: update samples to define the z3986 CURIE prefix [DONE]
- James: make sure the spec no longer claims to reserve the z3986-profile and feature values; instead define above rdfa solution
- James/Markus: samples and primer etc changes in the spec, relating to linking proposal and link rel="z3986-profile" etc
- Dennis/Josh contact QTI and ask about replacing the HTML with host language text content set.

Agenda/Minutes

(Reminder: see ZedAI_telcon_20090803#Priorities_for_this_release)
Target: close iteration this week, ideally Wednesday

Remaining work

Content Selection Feature

r408 contains a first cut for version 0.1 of the feature. Sample updates remain.

XForms Feature

Josh: status of Issue 50 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=50) ?

Will look at this later this week or weekend.

MathML Feature

Dennis: status of Issue 60 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=60) ?

Dennis: status of Issue 61 (http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=61) ?

The MathML WG is releasing a new draft this week, these issues will be resolved afterwards.

Periodicals Profile

Target: create version 0.1 before Wednesday

Spec

James/Markus - status?

- Exposed Elements in Feature: will be added this week
- Core Markup Model - decision to postpone
- Changing the way profiles are declared (properties instead of reserved words): will be added this week.

Other items before iteration release

Markus: linking proposal related fixes as per issue tracker and action item list Markus: iteration report
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